
Benefits 
Compared with the existing traditional system at the airport, Hytera DMR Trunking Pro, the world's 

first DMR Tier III Trunking System, is more powerful and will bring the user more advanced 

communication experience with ultimate reliability and scalability:

1. Full redundancy system, like double IP link, BSCU hot-standby and fault weakening, guarantees 

     the security and reliability of the system. 

2. Strong tailor-made system processing ability can guarantee the communication security under 

     large communication traffic.

3. Hytera DMR Trunking terminals, endowed with ergonomic design, all-round digital functions and  

     remarkable quality, are value for money and enable user to be responsive to emergent situations.

4. Quality-focused, customer-responsive customer service attitude. All the problems during the 

     project or after sales will be both responded at the first time by Hytera.  

Hytera DMR Trunking Pro,  was proposed with 2 DMR Trunking base stations DS-6210, 700 portable 

radios PD78XG and 39 mobile radios MD78XG. It can set up a complete communication system, 

covering the whole working area at Hong Kong Airport, for HAECO's daily maintenance work. 

Reasonable grouping and stable architecture of fault weakening and handling make sure the stable 

and safety communication for HAECO. 

Two base stations DS-6210 are installed in two different places in the airport and interconnected by 

two IP links to cover the whole airport. 1+1 Base Station Control Unite (BSCU) with hot-standby 

configuration allows communication on a per site basis, even if the IP link between site and MSO is 

disabled, to increase the system reliability.

Solutions

Hytera DMR Solution Serves the World’s Sixth-largest Airline
China Southern Airlines Company

China Southern Airlines Company Limited is an airline headquartered in Baiyun District, Guangzhou, 

Guangdong Province, People's Republic of China. 

It is the world's sixth-largest airline measured by passengers carried and Asia's largest airline in fleet 

size and passengers carried. It is the fourth-largest airline in the world in domestic passenger traffic 

and the sixth-largest in scheduled domestic passenger-kilometres flown. From its main hubs at 

Beijing Capital International Airport and Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport, the airline flies to 

193 destinations using a fleet of more than 400 aircrafts.

Background

Challenge or Demands
Since China Southern Airlines' business goes faster and the airline destinations become more than 

193, the workload in each airport becomes heavier and hard to improve the efficiency.

The old analog radio system cannot meet the changing business requirements, for example, short of 

voice channels, no data service. So the requirement of a new digital system which can provide more 

channels, clear voice, flexible application services, PSTN gateway and good indoor signal coverage 

became urgent.

User
China Southern Airlines Company, China

Market segment
Airport

Project time 
2014

Products
10 channels DMR trunking communication system
500 digital portable radios
Central voice recording system
Civil aviation dispatching system
PSTN telephone system gateway, radios can call 
telephone and vice versa.

PD78X
DS-6210 Trunking Base Station
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Hytera DMR trunking system was built with 1 MSO, a 5-carriers base station with main control 

channel backup and base station controller backup, base station UPS backup, recording system 

backup etc.

-10 channels DMR trunking communication system

-500 digital portable radios

-Central voice recording system

-Civil aviation dispatching system

-PSTN telephone system gateway, radios can call telephone and vice versa.

-Digital signal's seamless coverage in terminals and apron

“After the construction of Hytera Digital Trunking system, all the communication services are 
going very well and after-sale service from factory is fast and good.

The system continuously provides service from 2012 till now without any system exception or 
failure. And Terminal devices have good performance, clear voice, firm construct and perfect 
water proof quality.

The DMR Trunking system can provide flexible group management, individual call, group call, 
all call, dispatcher call, and override and disconnect functions to fulfill the civil aviation 
dispatching business. All these advantages of digital system have helped us improve our daily 
management and dispatching work efficiency.

Hytera's fast and personalized after-sale service fulfilled our daily working requirement. Hope 
Hytera can continue to provide stable and reliable devices and effective service to customer in 
the future.”

                            Information Engineering Department of China Southern Airline   
                            Henan Branch Company

Voice from customer

Solutions
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Azul Brazilian Airlines is a Brazilian carrier based in Barueri. The company's business model is to 

stimulate demand by providing frequent and affordable air service to underserved markets 

throughout Brazil. Azul is the largest airline in Brazil by number of cities served, offering more than 

800 daily flights to more than 100 destinations. With a fleet of 141 aircraft and more than 10,000 

crewmembers, the company currently has one third of all departures in the Brazilian aviation market.

Background

Customer Demands
“Radio communication is an essential tool for airport operation, which allows maintenance and 

operation team to exchange information immediately. The information such as lost baggage, repairs, 

boarding, disembarking and verification of passengers at the boarding gate, are likely to cause the 

delay,” said Robson Costa, IT manager of Azul Telecom and Information Safety Department, "The old 

analog system cannot make full coverage of the airport, so we are looking for the digital solution, 

which can cover the whole working area and improve time efficiency. It is important and necessary 

to build such radio network to achieve interconnection among ground crew, engineers at the 

headquarters and maintenance staff on the runway”, he added.

User
Azul Brazilian Airlines, Brazil

Market segment
Airport

Project time 
2012

Products
844 PD50X Portable Radios
518 PD70X Portable Radios
67 PD78X Portable Radios
9 MD78X Mobile Radios
31 RD98X Repeaters

Solution features
·18 Airports with IP-connection system and 
  repeaters including 3 International Airport, 
  15 National Airports and others.
·Migration from Analog to Digital
· Superior audio performance
·IP67 Highest Level Protect

RD98XPD78X PD70X MD78X PD50X

Hytera Seamless Radio Communication Helps to Avoid 
Brazilian Airline Delay

Azul Brazilian Airlines

Transportation
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